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Introduction
You are holding the newly revised rule system for
Goldrush, the LRP campaign set in the universe of the
Firefly TV series and Serenity movie. This system was
first play tested at Dropzone 2010 and then throughout
the events in The Rubicon Conspiracy campaign.
Suggestions and tweaks that came out of those events
have been incorporated this newly revised edition
ready for the second campaign in the Goldrush

universe. It is advisable to read all of this revised
manual and acquaint yourself with the changes and
how they affect your new character. This book does
assume that you have played a LRP game in the past
and/or are familiar with basic concepts.
Specific
concepts and terminology for Goldrush is discussed in
more detail in Game Calls and other related
information section.

Universe Background
From the viewpoint of characters in the Firefly
universe, there have been a number of seismic shifts
that helped to define history as they know it. Firstly,
the United States of America and China, the last two
great superpowers of “Earth that was”, grew closer and
eventually formed the Anglo-Sino Alliance. Because of
this, in the Firefly universe it is normal for text and
signage to be in both English and Chinese, and both
languages are taught alike in schools. Secondly, the
consumption of Earth’s dwindling natural resources
had accelerated to such a degree that the continued
existence of humanity was threatened. Space travel
technology in particular has also advanced at a rapid
rate, making travel between solar systems possible.
Lastly, terraforming, first used on Mars, has made
possible the transformation of the most hostile of
environments into something more suitable for life.
Astronomers had previously detected a new system
with worlds that that could potentially support human
life; it was decided to employ these new technologies
in order to colonise them. In what would become the
single most massive exodus in history, the peoples of
Earth came together, built vast ships, and left the
cradle of humanity far behind.
Eventually they reached their new home: a star system
with dozens of worlds and hundreds of moons, some
already having Earth-like living conditions, others
nearly so, and still others not habitable.
The
terraforming technology was used to change these
worlds so they became as close to “Earth that was” as
possible. The newly christened worlds Londinium and
Sihnon began to act as the hub of the system
government, which eventually came to be known as
“The Alliance”. Over time, planets like Persephone and
Ariel became new centres of civilization and more
closely allied themselves with Londinium and Sihnon,
while worlds on the outer edge began to form
independent governments outside the Alliance. As
time passed, the Alliance Government came to think

that all of these new worlds should be under their
control and influence.
As you might have heard, there was some dispute on
that point.
The Civil War that followed was short but brutal with
the Independents banding together (being termed
“Browncoats” in the process) against the massive
Alliance war machine. The war lasted longer than most
thought it could, and for a moment the Browncoats
thought they might actually win; the battle of Serenity
Valley changed that. It was only a minor skirmish, but
the Alliance routed the Browncoats forcing them into a
retreat that they never recovered from. The surrender
soon followed and then all independent worlds were
brought under the control of the Alliance Government
soon after.
The date is currently January, 2520 (9 years since the
“War of Unification”, the events of the movie
“Serenity” occurred in early August 2518). For most
citizens of the Alliance (those who live in the “inner
worlds”, life has carried on as normal. For those who
inhabit the “outer worlds” life is as hard as it was
before. Alliance Battle Cruisers patrol the void
between worlds, always on the lookout for illegal
contraband and the smugglers that carry it between
planets. The military arm of the Alliance stretches far
as Alliance Soldiers occasionally bolster local law
enforcement officials when called for or if it serves
some other purpose.
The recent revelation and subsequent scandal
concerning the true nature of the Reavers (see the
section on Reavers later on or see the movie Serenity)
has rocked the Alliance Government but it is still in
power, having narrowly defeated calls of no confidence
brought against it in the Parliament. There is an inquiry
into the evidence that was broadcast across the Cortex
3
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and this is an ongoing process. Virtually all other parts
of life are proceeding as they have done in the years
before. The Reavers are still a threat to shipping.
Reaver sightings, dismissed as urban legend in the past,
have started to become more prevalent and are taken
more seriously than they had been before. Alliance
policy towards the Reavers is still in a state of flux
seriously handicapping the Space Navy in their
response to them.

Recent Events
•

•

A Major Turbinium find was located on the
planet Hera (not too far from Serenity Valley)
and there was a short claim war with a
conglomerate of the local settlement of Fable’s
Demise winning the rights.
A wanted war criminal, Carter Jacobs, was
finally captured and was believed to have been
killed in an escape attempt but rumours persist

•
•

•
•

•

he is still alive and evidence proving his
innocence has been uncovered.
Reaver’s attacked the moon of Santo.
There was a terrorist attack on the town of
Bohai Bay, evidence points to a recently used
immunisation drug as supplied by Gant
Pharmaceutical, investigations are still ongoing
but Gant have lost all of their major contracts
and look likely to go out of business.
Ongoing tensions on the moon of Eris have
spilled into violence.
The rundown space station, Valley Forge, is
currently being refurbished and repaired by a
group of independents.
The so-called Captain of the Wayward
Endeavour, Ellis Billington, is rumoured to have
been killed leading to a power struggle within
the former Alliance Cruiser.

Further Reading
For further information on the Firefly/Serenity Universe then these sites might be of interest: •
•
•

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firefly_(TV_series)
http://www.fireflywiki.org/
http://firefly.wikia.com/wiki/Main_Page

Game Website
Additional information can be found on the game website that can be found here: •

http://www.firefight.org.uk/goldrush

Here you can find information on the following: •
•
•
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Previous games in the campaign
Back issues of the “Piltdown Runner” (in game news bulletin)
Links to photo galleries of past games
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Specific Background relating to the “Winter Queen” Campaign
This second campaign takes place in the same universe
as the previous one but affects a very different group
of people. In this next trilogy of games, your characters
are all part of the same extended family, the Lincolns,
and it is the intention to be able to create and publish
a family history and graphical tree based on all of your
backgrounds prior to the first game so everyone can
see their place within it. You have a degree of latitude
in creating your backgrounds apart from this familial
stipulation and even then you are free to decide on
your place within it.

Recent History of the Lincoln Family
John Lincoln was born in 2459 and raised on the planet
of Harvest. Harvest orbits Red Sun is and also known
as simply “the garden” due to the amount of farming
that takes place). The family had settled to this world
shortly after it had been terraformed in 2251 and had
joined in the wave of farming that would come to
dominate the Harvest landscape in the following years.
The early years were good to the Lincoln family and the
estate grew each year encompassing more and more
of the surrounding lands. This had a knock on effect of
needing to take on more and more hands to help
manage the growing area. Although becoming a
qualified electrical and electronics engineer, John
Lincoln returned to Harvest in late 24Well doen 82 to
take over the reins of the farm from his aging parents.
In 2483 John married Mary Berwick (the daughter of a
local businessman) and whilst John ran the farm side of
things, Mary took over the business side. The farm
flourished and became one of the leading producers of
fresh foodstuffs in the area. At its peak the farm
encompassed nearly a million acres and was employing
thousands of hands in order to bring the crops in.
There had always been a high demand for fresh
produce of all kinds from all colonised worlds,
particularly the core worlds.
Things took a turn in early 2505 when what had
traditionally been a weak form of a common crop blight
seemed to mutate and change into a much more
virulent strain. The Lincoln farm was hit hard and
whole fields of crops were destroyed in an effort to try
and contain the problem. This put a massive strain
onto the farm’s finances and they turned to their local
bank, the Higgins & Bradshaw (although based on
Londinium, they had a significant presence on Harvest)

for a loan, which was duly given (albeit with potential
penalties). These penalties were potentially harsher
than usual but the Lincoln Farm had been excellent
customers in the past and the bank assured the
Lincolns that they would help them wherever they
could through this crisis.
The situation continued to get worse and the Lincoln
farm, amongst others, started to lay off its workforce
as its exportable produce fell to near zero. Other farms
in the area started to default on their own loans and
seemingly got quickly foreclosed by their respective
banks (in most cases it was the same Higgins &
Bradshaw that the Lincolns had used). In a desperate
move, John Lincoln set a fire to nearly all of their fields
and the ones of the adjoining neighbours, the Dolans.
The Dolans had resisted taking such radical action as
they believed they had the beginnings of a cure for it.
John Lincoln’s actions had the benefit of killing the
blight on the land but neither party was able to start
producing fresh crops quickly enough to satisfy the
bank. The Dolans and the Lincolns became foreclosure
victims just days apart, just a few short weeks from
when they would have been able to start exporting
crops again with the bank refusing them both an
extension onto their original loan agreement.
John and Mary argued their case and met an
implacable wall at what had been a friendly and
accessible bank. Talking to other farm owners in the
area, John discovered they had experienced a similar
thing whilst trying to plead their own individual cases.
The Dolans never forgave John Lincoln for taking a
torch to their own crops and a growing feud exists
between these two families to this day.
The exact cause of the more virulent blight was never
discovered and no one was able to afford the scientific
research that would have been needed in order to find
it. New owners employed by the bank came in and the
Lincolns found themselves now working for someone
else on the same farm they had spent their lives
building. John always suspected foul play with the
Blight but was never able to prove it. He always blamed
the Higgins & Bradshaw, he was convinced that they
had some hand in his farm’s downfall (and indeed the
many farms that had been affected).
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Mary died in June 2515, the victim of a vehicle
accident. John died more recently in December 2519
of complications related to an earlier medical issue and

it is his funeral and will reading that is bringing the
family back together.

The Family Tree
The below constitutes the beginning of the Lincoln family tree that will grow as additional characters are added into it
during the build-up to the beginning of the campaign. As previously mentioned, where you fit onto the tree is entirely
your own choice.

Where will your character go?
The above section of recent history will also be updated and reissued as part of everyone’s character briefing.

Character Creation
This section lists and details all of the necessary steps to creating your character for the Goldrush Campaign.

Background
The more details and background you give your
character the more your character can be tied into the
plot to help give you a more rewarding role-playing
experience. Some potential plot hooks to consider and
background for your character are as follows, these
aren’t hard and fast rules but merely guidelines to give
you a starting point.
Ø Name, remember the familial connection. You
don’t have to be a Lincoln or even a Berwick
but you have to have some connection to the
overall family tree, either by blood or by
marriage. If you have any questions, then
please do contact us.
Ø You should not be averse to the odd slightly
unlawful act, but if no-one gets hurt, then
what’s the problem as long as the Alliance
don’t find out?
Ø Where were you born?
Ø Who were your parents and what is their
current disposition?
Ø Why did you leave your planet, were you
driven away or are you looking for something?
Ø What happened in your early career, was it a
success or miserable failure?
6

Ø How did you end up with the people you are
with now (assuming you are with any particular
group).
Ø Are you wealthy? Did you do military service?
IF so on what side?
Ø What is driving you forwards in the universe?
In the Goldrush universe, you can play characters such
as Companions and Shepherds, it should be noted that
these are fictional characters being role-played. If you
have any questions or concerns about playing such a
character, then please get in touch with us.

Skills
Every character starts with the following: Ø 6 Hits on their Sensor.
Ø Trained enough to fire a pistol sized sidearm.
Ø Cortex User (You are able to read the news,
read and send mail, place calls, etc.) The
Cortex is comparable to today’s Internet.
You can increase the number of hits on your sensor to
a maximum of 9 if you wear armour, or take the
appropriate skill. You get +1 hit for a helmet, +2 for flak
vest (or similar armour), the suitability of the armour in
question is at the GM’s discretion, if you are unsure
then please ask.
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What other skills you possess depend upon the path of
life you have chosen. Everybody must choose one of
the following paths: Strength, Guile or Wisdom. Each
path indicates the kind of life you have chosen to lead
and the skills you need to lead it. Everyone has access
to the same skills but the path you have chosen
dictates either how easy or hard it is to acquire each
skill. For example, someone who follows the path of
Strength will find combat related skills easy to acquire
but might struggle with a technical skill and vice versa.
The skill paths break down as follows: -

Ø Strength: Soldiers, Mercenaries and other guns
for hire.
Ø Guile: Thieves, Rogues, etc.
Ø Wisdom: Doctors, Engineers, Scientists, etc.
Everybody starts with 5 points to use selecting skills.
Some skills require that an appropriate Phys-Rep
(Physical Representation or prop) be used in the
execution of that skill; these are the responsibility of
the player to provide unless otherwise stated. If you
do not have an appropriate Phys-Rep, then the skill will
fail, for example, if you want to pick a lock but you don’t
have your lock pick tools.

Skill Table:
Skill
Appraisal
Code Reader
Charm
Advanced Cortex Usage
Conceal Item
Contacts (note: this skill may be taken multiple times)
Demolitions
Detect Lie
Endurance
Engineering
Firearm Military (note: must already have Firearm SMG)
Firearm SMG
Firearm Pistol *
First Aid *
Forgery
History
Instinct
Knowledge
Med-Tech
Pick Lock
Pilot
Science
Subdue (note: must already have ?????)
Surgeon (note: must already have Med-Tech)

Strength
1
2
3
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
1
1
0
0
3
2
1
1
2
2
2
3
1
1

Guile
1
2
1
2
1
1
3
1
2
3
2
1
0
0
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
3
2
1

Wisdom
1
2
2
2
3
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
0
0
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1

* Everybody starts with these skills.
Appraisal

This skill gives you the ability to be able to appraise items such as
precious metal and jewels and determine an approximate value. Your
background should reflect how this skill was obtained as that will then
impact its effectiveness in game, for example if you want to be able to
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evaluate the value of minerals, maybe you worked as a geologist at some
point in your background. This skill is a cut down version of Evaluate.
Code Reader

This gives you the ability to read and decode messages sent in code and
also to encrypt messages that you send. In practice if you are confronted
by an encrypted message then you will be given part of a key to help with
decoding. Exact methodology to deal with this will be provided prior to
the game to those who have the skill. Usage of this skill may also have
an element that requires a smart phone or similar device and advice will
be given as to which apps require loading onto it.

Charm

This gives you the ability to hoodwink/distract others whilst something
else happens, this skill can only be used by saying the key phrase “You’re
never going to believe this but...” For example, you might say to an
Alliance Guard “You’re never going to believe this but I think we might
be related, describe your mother”. This skill works better the more you
role play it.

Advanced Cortex Usage

You are able to hack your way around the Cortex, either looking for
information you shouldn’t be, or disabling security systems, etc. Using
this skill will require a smartphone or similar device.

Conceal item

You are able to hide a single small device from discovery if you are
searched, this could either be a small pistol (emphasis on the word small)
or a pocket communicator or some other such device. If you searched
whilst you are unconscious then the skill does not work.

Contacts

This gives you a contact either in the Alliance Government, Military or
perhaps from a more shadowy source. This skill can be taken multiple
times to give you more than one contact. You should define your contact
with what their role is currently and also how you came to know each
other. A typical contact entry might read like the following: “Horace Cort, I saved his daughter’s life and he figures he owes me for
that, he’s currently a high-up in the Police force on Osiris, you never know
when you might need a good copper!”
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Demolitions

This gives you the ability to prepare, set and detonate explosive charges
of various sizes. Note: You will need to provide your own phys-reps for
these. Please see the section on Demolitions further in this manual
which goes into further details regarding this skill and prop requirements.

Detect Lie

This lets you detect if someone is lying whilst they are being specifically
questioned about something (this needs a GM to be present).

Endurance

This skills represents enhanced physical conditioning and/or agility and
lets you start with three extra hits on your sensor.

Engineering

This gives you the ability to operate and conduct repairs on various pieces
of equipment from a Star Ship’s engine to a Saloon’s beer pumps. Note:
it might be a good idea to have your own In-Character toolkit. This skill
also lets you use advanced technical pieces of equipment and also gives
you a base grounding in various physical sciences. Most tasks are carried
out with tools of the BOP-IT variety, this skill also gives you the chance to
do research to invent new machines and methodologies.

Firearm Military

This lets you use fully automatic assault rifles.
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Firearm SMG

This skill lets you use weapons that are equivalent in size to an
SMG/Shotgun but can only be used on Single Shot only. Ideally the SMG
weapon you are using should also not be longer in length than a P-90 or
some type of Shotgun.

Firearm Pistol

This skill means that you have received basic firearms training and can
fire and maintain a semi-automatic pistol. Every character starts with
this skill unless you state different in your character history. It’s also
worth mentioning that even if trained you don’t necessarily have to carry
a weapon.

First Aid

This skill allows you use a “Blipper” medical device, for more information,
please see the Medical section.

Forgery

This skill gives you the ability to forge and to reproduce various pieces of
documentation within the game, you should consult the Referee team
with details of how and where you would like to utilise this skill. (You
know who you are!)

History

This gives you historical knowledge of various incidents and events that
could prove useful. This lets you ask the refs about historical events.

Instinct

When you absolutely aren’t sure what to do and need to make a
judgment call then you can let your instincts take over and ask a ref for a
hint. This skill should only be used sporadically, the more you rely on
your instincts then they may let you down at a critical moment.

Knowledge

This skill may be taken multiple times but a specific subject should be
included with the skill. This skill expands your character knowledge and
further hints on a subject can be revealed at a Ref’s discretion during or
out of the game. This skill can be tied win with a complimentary skill like
Science to become more useful.

Med-Tech

This lets you treat a characters wound when it is necessary (see the
Combat and Medical sections for more information).

Pick Lock

This skill enables you to open doors and bypass security systems. The
exact system as to how this skill will work in game will be given out at the
game (this could vary from being given a bunch of random keys and you
have to find the right one to being given a card with a list of possible
combinations on for a combination lock). No matter which system is
used you must have some kind of prop to represent your lock picking
tools.

Pilot

This skill indicates that you are able to fly and navigate a space going
vessel both in and outside of a planetary atmosphere. This is primarily
intended as a down time skill, in that there will be no usage during Time
In.

Science

This means that you are trained fully in a physical science and are able to
reason scientific apparatus and to conduct research on items you might
find as you make your way through the ‘verse.

Subdue

If you are able to get behind someone then you can effectively use the
butt of your weapon to knock them out, this done by calling “Subdue”
and tapping the target on the shoulder, NOTE: this is not a coup-de-grace
so stealth is not necessary, but you must be behind your target. The
9
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subdued target is then rendered unconscious for approximately 5
minutes and should be role-played accordingly.
Surgeon

This means you have proper medical training and are able to repair
physical wounds and diagnose other medical ailments. Please see the
medical section for more details.

Combat
Combat is resolved using the Laser-Tag Combat system.
This comprises the following elements: Ø All participants wear what is generally referred
to as a “sensor”. This is a self -contained unit,
worn on the head that allows hits to be taken
from any direction. When a suitable Laser-Tag
weapon, hits a sensor then it will make a noise
and also flash it’s the built-in LEDs.
Ø Your sensor will have two buttons on it, a
sliding switch to turn it on and off and a push
button with which you can set the number of
hits, use to reset it, etc.
Ø Each sensor has a certain number of hits
depending on your character and the skills
chosen. In this system, each character starts
with 6 hits though, in some situations (and if
your sensor has the functionality), this can be
increased to 9 through either wearing armour
or taking the Endurance skill. When your
sensor has lost all of its hits then the “siren”
sounds, you have been injured. You should fall
to the ground (safety permitting) and hopefully
await medical aid.
Ø The gun you have fires Infra-Red light (like a TV
remote control and like your local Laser-Quest
(the laser is mainly for show)) and you should

aim it at the head of the person you are trying
to shoot down.

Basic Sensor Operations
Ø To set the number of hits on a sensor perform
the following: o Turn the unit on, you can then push
the button for the number of hits you
need, the sensor will beep every time
you press the button
o When you have set the number of hits,
leave the unit and after a few
moments a siren will sound and the
sensor is then ready for use.
Ø To reset the sensor
o Turning the sensor on whilst pressing
the push button will clear the sensor of
any additional configuration.
Ø Silence the Death Siren
o When you have lost all of your hits, the
sensor will emit a continuous siren and
the LED lights stay on, this can be
silenced by momentarily pressing the
push button, this will turn the siren off
but the LED’s will stay on.

Medical
This is a new version of the medical system that takes
advantage of the latest generation of sensors
incorporating DoT (Data over Tag) technology. We
have listened to player concerns and have kept the
spirit of the original system whilst updating it to use the
new technology available. As before there will be three
tiers of medical skill level: •
•
•
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First Aid
Med-Tech
Surgeon

Blippers

A new concept for this campaign is the Blipper. This
device was originally conceived as a hardware
replacement for the lucky escape cards. With the
nature of DoT, we don’t want people resetting their
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sensors (unless you really have to) as that will clear all
previously configured settings. What this will do is
produce the effect of resetting your sensor hits to the
set number (if you were on 6, you will get 6, if you were
on 9, you will get 9). These devices will only be able to
do this once before needing to be reset by a ref so
make sure you are aiming correctly!
These devices will also be used in game as ad-hoc
medical supplies that will have a certain number of
uses of pre-configured medical effects.

Diagnosis

First Aid

Also, as before, the process for issuing medical
treatment is as follows and the stage you need to reach
varies based on the diagnosis: Diagnosis
When the character has lost all of their hits they would
silence their sensor (by pressing the button) and then
diagnose their injury. This still involves rolling an
electronic dice but would utilises a smaller result table,
an example of which is below.

MedTech

Surgeon

The 3 medical skills break down as follows: First Aid: This skill gives you the ability to use a Blipper,
no matter what that Blipper is able to do. As previously
mentioned, everybody will get a Blipper in place of the
previously used “Lucky Escape” cards. To use one,
when you have lost all of your hits, merely aim the
Blipper at one of the sensor diodes and press the
button, this will then reset the sensor with the number
of hits you had previously. This Blipper will only have
one use so if you miss or have already used it then it
cannot be reused until reset by a GM. Other Blippers
may be present in the game and could produce other
effects such as limited healing, regeneration or a
temporary boost.
Med-Tech: This gives you the ability to use Blippers but
you also have a medical kit with a medical wand and a
range of drugs to use with it. If a character has lost all
of their hits and has elected not to use their respective
Lucky Escape Blipper then they will need medical
attention. You decide which drug to use, you can bring
them back quickly with only a few hits or can you take
slightly longer to give them back all of their hits or you
can use items in your kit to otherwise heal them. Each
vial has a limited number of uses but others might be
found in the game.

Surgeon: As above but this time you have the addition
of the Morton Bullet Box (MBB) this is needed to be
used when the wound is serious enough.
The below table gives an example of the type of card
that you need to refer to when you have lost all of your
hits. The resolution needed for each type of is as
follows: •
•
•

Light: Only needs to be treated by drugs alone
Medium: Needs drugs and a bandage
Serious: Needs drugs, a bandage and a MBB
needs to be used.

As before, when your sensor has lost all of its hits you
then have to roll for damage. Each player is issued with
a double sided card that lists the effects of the damage
rolls and what is required to resolve the damage in
order to bring the character back into the game.
As before you will roll your dice three times, when
compared to the medical sheet this will tell you the
location and the severity of the wound. The reverse of
the medical sheet lists what is required in terms of skills
and resources in order to resolve the wound.
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Yes

No

Groggy and suffer poor balance
for 15 minutes

0

2

40

20 Min

Until surgery you are groggy
and suffer poor balance

0

3

2

3

Yes

12

ROLL 3

1●2●3

2 RIGHT LEG

4

ROLL 2

No

No heavy activity with limb for
rest of game

40

20 Min

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

Dazzled for ten minutes

0

0

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

Object removal
Bandage eyes for 30 minutes

3

3

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

Blind in one eye. Keep the
wound dressed for rest of game

3

5
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Examples
Before you start to roll for your wound, you can still use your Lucky Escape Blipper, once you have started to roll your
dice then you must continue and resolve the wound accordingly.
•

When you have been shot down you roll your dice and roll a 3,4,1. This indicates the injury is located on your
upper left arm but is only a light wound. Only drugs are needed to resolve this and can be administered by a
character who only has First Aid if they have a relevant blipper but if they do not then they will need a medtech with a drug kit in order to resolve them.

•

You roll a 5,2,4. This indicates medium upper torso wound and needs both drugs and a dressing in order to
be resolved.

•

You roll a 1,3,6. This indicates a serious injury to the shin on your left leg. This will need a surgeon to resolve
as surgery is required (a med-tech can take do the drugs and dressing if necessary). The last two columns on
the second side of the injury sheet indicate the number of operations that are required to fix the wound as
well as how many surgery resources will be used in the subsequent surgery.

Medic Wands and Drugs
Below are pictures of the both the Medic Wand and a Sample Drug Capsule. The Drug Capsule plugs into the bottom
of the wand. The button on the wand activates it and the LED lights up when the wand is active (if the LED blinks five
times in a row when the button is pressed then this indicates that the capsule is not properly inserted).

The following table is an example table of the kinds of drugs that will be in a Med-Tech’s kit. Each drug has a different
effect and the wand then has a “cooldown” period after usage, again this time varies with the drug being used: -
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Example Drug Table: -

Name
Alprazaline
Byphodine
Dilaftin
Isoprovalyn
Metazine
Hydromel
Provasic

Effect
Add 3 temp hits
Restore 3 Hits
100% Stun Damage
Restore all hits
Restore 5 Hits
Restore 1 Hit
Heal 100% stun damage

Initial
Uses
5
15
5
8
12
20
5

Wand
Cooldown
(Minutes)
1
1
2
3
2
1
1

Sensor
Restore
(Minutes)
0
2
0
6
4
0
0

The Wand Cooldown column of the table indicates how long a delay between uses of the wand, if you change drugs
whilst the wand is on cooldown then the wand will carry on cooling down after the last drug used.
The Sensor Restore is how long after the drug is administered before the sensor is restored.

TREATMENT POINTS
EACH INJURY YOU TREAT WILL HAVE A COST IN THE FINAL COLUMN. DELETE THAT NUMBEROF POINTS FROM EVERY SUCCESSFUL
OPERATION THAT YOU PERFORM.
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Hacking the Cortex
Hacking the Cortex now involves using a smart device of some kind that
has an Internet Browser on board (they all do). You would connect to this
as you would do with any Wi-Fi network (you will need a password to
connect) and then when browsing you will see the Cortex interface. This
will direct you through a series of webpages that emulates the maze of the
cortex.
As you navigate through the maze of the Cortex, you encounter
information, trigger external devices or aid another player with the
completion of their skill.
To try the test system click here
(http://www.firefight.org.uk/goldrush/cortextest.html)
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Demolitions
Note: These rules are based on “Boom!” originally
written by Chris Hannaford
Only a character with the DEMOLITIONS SKILL can
emplace and remove explosives. All explosives must
have a phys-rep non-explosive dummy. you must also
provide your own phys-reps for these Demolition
charges, this is further expanded upon below.

Demolition Kit Contents
1. The Charge: The 'Charge Demolition, Plastic,
C4, M112', or C4 block is a generic unit of
explosive. More exotic designs can be
produced by players as long as they are roughly
the same size/bulk. A single C4 charge often
measures 2 x 1.5 x 11 inches and can be made
from wood sprayed green. Other materials can
be used but should suit the part, if you want to
use something different as an explosive then
please check with the GM’s prior to the game
for a suitability recommendation. Alternative
examples include Marzipan or Flump Sweets.
2. The Detonator or blasting cap:
This is
represented by a bolt or tube of metal or other
similar item.
This is what initiates the
explosion. Detonators should only be attached
to the charge when the charge is emplaced,
not carried around connected. (A Referee
might rule that an unsafe device has exploded
on the character).
3. Det Cord: For direct detonation, use string,
cord, wire, clothesline whatever.
Bright
colours are good to avoid a tripping hazard. Up
to 30 yards is a good length.
4. Detonation Device: This can be a simple push
button or plunger, a timer (egg timer), or a
radio control device.
5. Tools: A useful technical tool kit for a demo
expert would be tape (Gaffer/electrical), a
multi tool, screwdrivers and so on.

Judging Demolitions Use
As a general rule of thumb for estimating how big an
explosive charge you need: -
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•
•
•
•

1 Block: Destroys Wood. (Interior door,
stockade fence etc).
2 Blocks: Destroys Concrete (wall. bridge
support etc).
3 Blocks: Destroys Steel (Armour plate,
Spacecraft hull etc).
4 Blocks: Destroys something Alien or exotic (at
Referees discretion).

This should be used as a general rule of thumb and if
you have any queries then see a GM during the game.

Role-Playing Demolitions
1. Direct Detonation: Emplace charges. Insert
Detonator. Uncoil and attach det cord to the
detonator and connect the other end to your
plunger/switch. Shout "FIRE IN THE HOLE!" 3
TIMES and then shout "BANG!". The obstacle is
destroyed.
2. Time Delay Detonation (TIMER): Emplace
charges. Insert Detonator. Attach timer to the
charge. Set timer, and retire at a saunter.
When the timer buzzer sounds, the obstacle is
destroyed.
3. Radio Detonation (Ref Needed): Emplace
charges. Insert Detonator. Attach Radio
receiver unit to charge. This must be a small
box with an LED in it to alert players that the
charge is radio controlled. Switch on LED unit
and retire. With a radio transmitter prop you
can detonate the charge from anywhere on
site (a referee is needed for this).

The Boom!
This is either a ref or player shouting "BANG!", and
declaring the item destroyed or an area out of play. Any
PC or NPC within 10 yards of the explosion loses all
their hits and goes down.
Defusing & Removing
Only a character with DEMOLITIONS skill can defuse an
explosive once planted. Anyone without the skill has an
increased chance that they will detonate the explosive
if they try. If you do not have the skill and wish to try
and defuse something then a Referee will need to be
present to rule on this possibility.
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Costume Guide
Firstly, let the styles and costumes of the TV Series and film are your guide. The only stipulations are that characters
are not dressed completely in black combat gear (you wouldn’t want to be mistaken for an Alliance Soldier would
you?).
http://www.skaro.com/firefly_cos.html
http://www.browncoats.com/index.php?ContentID=42ea915100af6
http://www.costumersguide.com/cr_firefly.shtml
http://s68.photobucket.com/albums/i31/costumersguide/Firefly/Steven%20Jacob/
http://s68.photobucket.com/albums/i31/costumersguide/Firefly/Kim%20Lay/
http://s68.photobucket.com/albums/i31/costumersguide/Serenity/Serenity%20propstore/
http://still-flying.net/images/promopics/

Game Calls and other related information
This section lists out LRP related items that you may be familiar as well as other items specific to the Goldrush series
of LRP events.

Format
Events in the Goldrush campaign are structured in an episodic format and are not continuously Time-In. The events
tend to either Time Out or Timeish for meal times, these times are not fixed and are called by the GM’s when they feel
there a natural break point has been reached. This format is always under review and has experimented with having
In-Character meals if they are not detrimental to the playing out of the game.

Calls
Time In
Time Out
Time Freeze
Man Down
Timeish

This signifies that the game is in play and as a player you should act In Character.
This signifies that play has been suspended for a period of time, also signified by three whistle
blasts
This indicates that something is happening immediately, when called you should close your
eyes, freeze in position and hum. Time Freezes are purely temporary and rarely last very long.
This indicates an injury has occurred in reality, play has been suspended and you should close
on the incident, also usually indicated a continuous whistle/air horn burst.
This indicates that play is continuing but there is no immediate threat of combat, usually used
during lunch/dinner times, this may be indicated by the ringing of a bell or similar object.
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Economics of the ‘Verse
Each character starts with an amount of money with
which they can buy things in game, but what do things
cost in the ‘Verse? The primary currency is the Alliance
Credit (₡) which is issued and controlled by the Central
Bank of the Alliance; out on the rim other things might
also serve as currency, such as gold, equipment, food,
etc. Another type of currency called “Platinum” is
mentioned but players will not start with any of this

type of currency. The cost of the following items is
provided as potential examples of what things may
cost, you might find prices vary wildly. Every character
will start the game with an amount if IC money for
them to dispose of as they wish. The following table is
for examples only; you might find if you want to
purchase an item that the cost varies (particularly if the
item is market valued like Gold).

Common Cost of Certain Items
Item
Services of the Red Sea Trading Company
Pack of Chips
Can of Soda
Pack of Biscuits
Limited use medical injector (Blipper)
First Field Dressing (FFD, Bandage)
Send a letter/parcel (might vary on destination)
Whiskey (bottle, average quality)
Explosive (per charge)
Lock Picks
Gold Coin (depending on market fluctuations)
Field Surgery Kit
Head of Cattle (depending on quality)
Cortex Terminal (Personal Use)
Pistol
Ship Repair (per hour of labour)
Processed Foodstuff (Single Bar, could feed a family of four for a month)
Shotgun
Field Analysis Equipment
Intellicrops (per acre sown)
Assault Rifle
Daytime with a Companion (Assuming you are chosen)
Average monthly earnings on the frontier for a skilled tradesman
Cortex Terminal (illegally modified)
Evening Time with a Companion (Assuming you are chosen)
Fuel Pod (typically enough to keep a medium sized freighter running for approximately
a month assuming average usage and not prolonged atmospheric flight)
Portable Spectrographic Analyser
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₡
Variable
3
5
8
10
12
15
17
35
50
75
80
85
100
150
175
175
210
250
325
375
475
600
750
1200
3500
5000
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Geography of the ‘Verse
Elements of this section and the next have been based on previously released
documents by QMX Online.

In the year 2020 a star cluster was detected in the
constellation of Taurus, it was designated
34Tauri(2020). Further study showed that 34Tauri was
actually a small cluster of five stars, seven gas giants
large enough to be brown dwarfs and a further seven
gas giants approximately as large as Jupiter. As time
progressed dozens of worlds were also discovered in
the cluster, some of them showed the unmistakable
signs of oxygen, nitrogen and water. It was also
theorised that moons, asteroids and other smaller

bodies would also exist within this cluster. These and
other discoveries made about this star cluster helped
to expedite the decision to move humanity.
As 34Tauri is approximately 40 light years from Earth,
even with the huge advances in technology it would
still take around 120 years to make the journey. The
cluster initially comprised of five stars in an
arrangement approximately 440 AU’s across. An AU
(or Astronomical Unit) is the distance from the Earth to
the Sun or 149,597,870 km. the diameter of Earth’s
solar system is 95AU’s.

At the centre of the cluster is the star designated as
34Tauri(2020)A. This is the anchor point for the cluster.
The worlds orbiting this star were the first worlds to be
terraformed and colonised when the exodus from
Earth arrived and are generally referred to as the “core
worlds”.
Additional planets were transformed expanding
outwards from this start.

A
Ariel
Beaumonde
Bellerophon
Bernadette
Hera
Londinium
Osiris
Persephone
Santo
Sihnon

Notable Planets orbiting the stars of 34Tauri(2020)
B
C
D
Boros
Greenleaf
Harvest
Higgins Moon
Triumph

E
Haven
Miranda
New Canaan
Whitefall
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Below is a travel chart showing some of the key worlds in the cluster and the travel times between them. To find the
travel time between particular destinations find your point of origin on one axis and your destination on the other
axis, the intersection will give you a number which refers to how long this trip will take in hours.
Haven

Hera

Higgin’s Moon

Londinium

Miranda

New Canaan

Sihnon

Triumph

Whitefall

Santo

Harvest

Persephone

Greenleaf

Osiris

Boros

Bernadette

Bellerophon
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Beaumonde

Haven
Hera
Higgin’s Moon
Londinium
Miranda
New Canaan
Osiris
Persephone
Santo
Sihnon
Triumph
Whitefall

Ariel

Ariel
Beaumonde
Bellerophon
Bernadette
Boros
Greenleaf
Harvest

0

1938

384

96

678

3234

738

4614

1512

3492

132

4962

2712

168

732

900

42

3402

3276

1938

0

1554

2034

1260

1296

1200

2676

426

1554

1806

3024

774

1770

1206

1038

1896

1464

1338

384

1554

0

480

294

2850

354

4230

1128

3108

252

4578

2328

216

348

516

342

3018

2892

96

2034

480

0

774

3330

834

4710

1608

3588

228

5058

2808

264

828

996

138

3498

3372

678

1260

294

774

0

2556

60

3936

834

2814

546

4284

2034

510

54

222

636

2724

2598

3234

1296

2850

3330

2556

0

2496

1380

1722

258

3102

1728

522

3066

2502

2334

3192

168

42

738

1200

354

834

60

2496

0

3876

774

2754

606

4224

1974

570

6

162

696

2664

2538

4614

2676

4230

4710

3936

1380

3876

0

3102

1122

4482

348

1902

4446

3882

3714

4572

1212

1338

1512

426

1128

1608

834

1722

774

3102

0

1980

1380

3450

1200

1344

780

612

1470

1890

1764

3492

1554

3108

3588

2814

258

2754

1122

1980

0

3360

1470

780

3324

2760

2592

3450

90

216

132

1806

252

228

546

3102

606

4482

1380

3360

0

4830

2580

36

600

768

90

3270

3144

4962

3024

4578

5058

4284

1728

4224

348

3450

1470

4830

0

2250

4794

4230

4062

4920

1560

1686

2712

774

2328

2808

2034

522

1974

1902

1200

780

2580

2250

0

2544

1980

1812

2670

690

564

168

1770

216

264

510

3066

570

4446

1344

3324

36

4794

2544

0

564

732

126

3234

3108

732

1206

348

828

54

2502

6

3882

780

2760

600

4230

1980

564

0

168

690

2670

2544

900

1038

516

996

222

2334

162

3714

612

2592

768

4062

1812

732

168

0

858

2502

2376

42

1896

342

138

636

3192

696

4572

1470

3450

90

4920

2670

126

690

858

0

3360

3234

3402

1464

3018

3498

2724

168

2664

1212

1890

90

3270

1560

690

3234

2670

2502

3360

0

126

3276

1338

2892

3372

2598

42

2538

1338

1764

216

3144

1686

564

3108

2544

2376

3234

126

0

Every vessel that travels the space between the stars of
the cluster uses a “Pulse Drive” which generates
propulsion by using a controlled nuclear explosion to
generate thrust. These drives are rated by their size
and efficiency. For example, the Firefly class vessel
Serenity has a class 4 Drive.

and a quarter days. The journey times quoted above
are averages and the actual travel time would be
calculated by a ref and you would be informed of the
result, this is because planets are always in motion and
are not fixed points and as such the journey might be
shorter or longer than the times quoted above.

If you wanted to travel from Hera to Santo then the
number we get is 612, this means if your vessel had a
Class 1 drive then the trip would take 612 hours or 25
and a half days. If we used Serenity then we would
divide that number by 4 and then the trip would take 6

This section should be viewed as background
information only, clarification regarding travel times
should always be referred to the Ref Team.
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Timeline of the ‘Verse
A timeline of significant events (including in-game references).
Year
2020

2021 – 2047

2048

2049 – 2093

2094 – 2096
2097
2101

2102

2110
2111 – 2189
2190
2191 – 2217

2218
2219 – 2252

2253

Detail
The star cluster that would come to be designated as 34Tauri(2020) is
discovered and mapped for the first time. It would be the ongoing observation
of this distant place that would plant the seeds of the idea of leaving Earth.
Global warming coupled with increasing population lead to the conclusion that
the planet will no longer be able to sustain Humanity within a hundred years.
Various attempts are made at terraforming previously uninhabitable areas and
progress is made in this field but the general belief is that the decline is now
irreversible.
The great alliance of the Americas and China is forged with the creation of the
Global Exodus Authority with the purpose of taking humanity to the stars. This
is the beginning of the government that will come to be known as the
“Alliance”.
Collection and storage of samples of as much of life on Earth as possible begins
to happen as well as plans for vast vessels to carry Humanity powered by the
latest discoveries in Quantum Mechanics. The first wave of robotic exploration
craft also depart during this time frame. Construction of the Ark fleet is
considered the only priority and global pollution begins to increase due to the
accelerated effort. The first vessels begin to load with fuel and supplies.
The first passengers board these vessels, even though loading will take many
months.
The first Ark vessel leaves Earth.
The last Ark vessel leaves Earth orbit. Over a quarter of a billion people are
contained within hundreds of ships ranging in size from a municipal stadium to
a small city. The population left behind is negligible due to a sky rocketing death
rate from disease and wars.
Leading ships of the Ark Fleet reach cruise velocity of approximately 102,777
km/s or 0.34483c (roughly a third of the speed of light). Fleet formation spreads
a little as trailing ships take a little longer to reach cruise velocity. Ships at cruise
velocity for 116 years, Earth time. Time dilation slows time aboard ship to
around 109 years.
All telemetry data from Earth ceases, it is generally assumed that there is noone left alive.
As the Exodus fleet gets closer to its destination, higher resolution scans are
obtained revealing even more Earth-type planets than previously thought.
The last person who was born on Earth dies.
The waves of robot explorers that were sent prior to the launch of the Ark fleet
arrive at their destination and begin to initiate terraforming of various worlds
and even the stars themselves to make them more conducive to human
habitation.
Lead Ark ships begin to decelerate ahead of entering the cluster.
Terraforming and colonization of planets designated as Londinium and Sihnon
completed, the expansion turns to other worlds branching out from the central
star.
Nano-compression technology designed to compress and ignite “Brown Dwarf”
stars is refined to the point where it can be tested, the target designated is
Burnham, in the vicinity of 34Tauri(2020)E. The ignition is successful and would
21
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2254 – 2505

lead to a continual refinement of the procedure with other similar objects in
the cluster.
The expansion continues outwards and with each successful planet or star
terraformed, the growing population move in to occupy the new territory. With
each success the terraforming technology is further refined upon.
The system wide communications network known as the “Cortex” is built and
its reach extends to all habitable worlds that have an appropriate relay station
or satellite.

2506

2507 – 2511

2511

Ark Ships that have terraformed worlds around the other stars in the cluster
start to form their own government and parliaments. As time goes on, the
government of the core worlds believe that all worlds in the cluster should be
under the central government or “Alliance” as it would come to be known.
Terraforming on the planet designated Miranda apparently fails and the
settlers are believed to die. Miranda is removed from all mapping systems and
all traces are removed from the official records and are also purged from the
Cortex.
The war for Unification begins as the central planets (specifically those orbiting
the core star) believe that all worlds should be under central control.
War.
The first sighting of what are quickly termed “Reavers” is made in the vicinity
of 34Tauri(2020)E.
The battle of “Four Corners” is fought around the city of New Kashmir in early
January, the Independents win under the leadership of Carter Jacobs and the
Alliance will later accuse him of war crimes.
The battle of Serenity Valley is fought on Hera; initially the Independents have
the upper hand fighting for the strategically important position. Two months
and nearly half a million dead later force the Independents into a dishevelled
retreat in early May. It is Generally accepted as the turning point of the war.

2512
Early May 2517
August 2518

November 2518
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The war comes to an end with defeat for the Independents and a surrender in
late May, this date will become a public holiday in the future known as
“Unification Day” or simply “U-Day”. Some Independents refuse to stand down.
They will become known as “Dust Devils”, determined to carry on the war for
as long as possible. They are branded criminals and hunted down.
Newly demobbed Independent soldier, Malcolm Reynolds, purchases a midbulk transport ship (classified as a 03-K64 Firefly), he names the ship Serenity.
Events as seen in the pilot episode of Firefly.
Events as seen in the movie “Serenity”.
A log from a scientific vessel from Miranda is broad-waved across the Cortex
network confirming both the existence and the origin of “Reavers”. The
Alliance government is thrown into chaos and accusations of a cover up and the
potential of criminal charges is debated on the news channels in the months
afterwards. The Government survives but seems to be severely weakened by
the affair.
Traces of Turbinium ore are found in a geological survey just outside the town
of Fable’s Demise on the planet of Hera, approximately 50km from Serenity
Valley.
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May 2519
August 2519
Early September 2519
Late September 2519
Late September 2519
Early October 2519
January 2520

Events of Game #0 “Dropzone 2010”.
Events of Game #1 “Of Mice and Men”.
Events of Game #2 “The Yellow Brick Road”.
Events of Game #3 “Tacking into the Wind”.
Events of Game #4 “And Generous Death Will Show Me All”.
Events of Game #5 “Like a Ripple on the Water”.
Events of Game #6 “And the Children Shall Lead”
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Common Elements of the Goldrush “Firefly” Universe
The “Wayward Endeavour”
After the battle of Serenity Valley, the Independent
forces were in full retreat. The Alliance attempted to
take advantage of this and was mostly successful.
During one skirmish in the region of the moon of
Beaumonde, the Alliance heavy cruiser “Thetis”
suffered enough damage to force the crew to abandon
the vessel. The survivors were picked up by the
pursuing forces and the “Thetis” was considered lost.
Ellis Billington (who had previously been disowned by
his well -off family for reasons unknown) had recently
graduated and was serving as a junior officer on board
the Search & Rescue vessel “Emden”. One of his duties
was to survey ship wreckage for possible salvage.
Billington examined the “Thetis”, specified it as
unsalvageable, and then, as soon as the war was
officially over, promptly resigned his commission.
He then assembled and led a small salvage crew back
to the “Thetis”; his survey mission had shown him that
whilst the damage was extensive, it was mainly
superficial and her main systems could be brought back
online with relatively little work. Within a week the
ship was operational enough to steer under her own
power and life support was slowly being restored
throughout the whole vessel. Billington would use
knowledge gained whilst serving in the Alliance military
to plot courses that would avoid patrols but still bring
the ship into range of border moons and frontier
worlds.
At this stage Billington renamed the “Thetis”. She
became the “Wayward Endeavour”. Currently the
“Wayward Endeavour” is a port, a stopover where
people can rest and refuel more than just their ships,
where everything has a price. It is a place where people
go to make deals and anything can be on the table,
information, weapons, illicit chemicals, foodstuffs, etc.
Billington’s rules stipulate that all transactions
involving questionable funds, services or goods are
done away from the main ship, to try and maintain at
least a vague air of legality about the Endeavour.
Billington also maintains a small army of former
military personnel as security to enforce these rules.
His exploitation of a loophole in the Salvage laws has,
so far, prevented the Alliance recovering their former
property, and the Endeavour’s crew has developed a
knack of avoiding Alliance patrol routes as the ship
moves through the black between worlds.
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There are reports that Ellis Billington has recently died
and that there is now a power vacuum on the
Endeavour and several of his lieutenants (including
John Herod) are vying for power. There have been
reports of brief firefights in the corridors of the vessel
between elements of these parties.
Players can still choose to start on the Endeavour prior
to the beginning of their initial game briefing. You can
be either alone, or in some kind of shared group, so
your background or your group’s background should
reflect this. Some potential plot hooks to consider for
your character are as follows: Ø You came here looking for something or
someone, or at least information on them.
Ø Your damaged ship docked here but you can’t
afford the repairs so are trying to earn money
by taking jobs and doing whatever in the
interim.
Ø You are trying to pay off a debt to someone.
Ø You are one of Billington’s enforcers now vying
for a position of power in the vacuum.
Ø You work for a corporate or Alliance entity and
are here either spying on someone, or trying to
gather information on something or someone.
Ø You are a traveller “just passing through”.
Think of the Endeavour as a floating town. Crew
sleeping quarters have been taken over and are run as
hotels and other leisure areas. There are extensive
docking areas for ships as well as hangar bays for
smaller vessels. EVA facilities are available for ship
repairs if needed. There are various bars and hangouts
and most visitors tend to pass through these at some
point.
It is not a requirement for players to start on the
Wayward Endeavour if you already have a particular
back-story in mind.

Corporations
Some say that it is the Corporations who are the real
power behind the Alliance, with their billions in
campaign contributions in return for favourable rulings
on massive business deals. Some Corporations are so
large they could almost claim to be a government
themselves complete with private armies. People who
go against them have been known to occasionally go
missing or have fatal “accidents”.
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Aegis Industries
Once one of the premier suppliers of military
equipment in the system. Designs and manufactures
everything from fatigues to Dropships to large scale
Cruisers. Rose to prominence during the civil war but
has fallen on hard times since. Recently accused of
illegal arms sales but the evidence has recently been
disproved as being falsified as part of a wider
government conspiracy.

Blackwood Security
Formed during the Civil War, Blackwood recruits both
former Alliance Soldiers and some Independent ones
as well and then hires them out as Private Military
Contractors to the highest bidder. They have strong
ties to the government and there are rumours that
they have been involved in the planning and execution
of Alliance Wetwork (assassination).

Blue Sun
There are various mega-corporations in the Alliance
but one of the biggest, if not the biggest, is the Blue Sun
Corporation. With departments as varied as Education
to Weapons Research to Prisons. The corporation is so
vast that it is said that everybody knows somebody
who has worked for it at some point. Some of their
more shadowy elements are kept hidden with the
assistance of one of the most extensive private armies
and empowered legal teams in the whole Alliance.

First Sihnon
One of the two premier banks in the ‘verse, the other
being the Higgins & Bradshaw. Colloquially known as
the “Summer King” for reasons that have long been lost
in time. They are the primary governmental provider
of banking services throughout the core worlds. They
lack influence in the frontier where their sister bank,
the Higgins & Bradshaw, is able to exert more
influence. They have been dogged by complaints of
poor service for years and have promised to improve
on this as a matter of urgency but they keep getting
their government contracts renewed all the same.

Galactic Mining
Run and owned by a trio of families (Cabot, Garrett and
Tunstall), Galactic Mining originally specialised in
smaller mineral yields. It had built up a reputation for
honesty and ethical business but has been repeatedly
25
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cited as an unofficial supporter of the Independent
forces during the civil war, perhaps even one of the
driving forces (despite some members of the families
serving in the Alliance Forces).
The Alliance Government never pressed charges but
lucrative contracts were not renewed in the immediate
aftermath of the civil war and the company suffered
greatly. In addition, there have been accusations of
safety malpractice on some of their border world
operations of late but no formal charges have been
made despite several investigations by Alliance Health
& Safety Agencies. Recently entered into a partnership
with the newly formed “Dowd Associates” on the
planet Hera to develop and extract recently discovered
Turbinium deposits.
Higgins & Bradshaw
The “Winter Queen” to the First Sihnon’s “Summer
King”. Where they lack the First Sihnon’s influence in
the core worlds, they make up for it on the frontier
planets. They have been gradually expanding their
portfolio for a many years and are one of the largest
land owners on many worlds. There have been
allegations of unethical business practices but, like
their sister bank, these have never been proven.
Gant Pharmaceutical
Massive Pharmaceutical firm with a wide portfolio.
Supplies the majority of hospitals in the core worlds
with a wide variety of drugs and also maintains a
presence on the rim through their “Outreach” centres.
They have also been implicated as the prime contractor
behind the drugs involved in the Miranda affair.
They have traditionally held the governmental contract
for planetary inoculation against common diaseses
(sush as Gabriel’s Malady) but a recent incident
involving hundreds of deaths at the town of Bohai Bay
has seriously damaged the company reputation and
stock price. Based on this, all of their contracts and
licenses to sell and dispense drugs have been revoked
pending an enquiry into what happened at Bohai Bay.
It is widely believed that the company will not survive
this impact to their business.
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Johnson & Rall
A corporation that can trace its history all the way back
to Earth-that-was. A company that has a diverse
portfolio with primary interests in pharmaceuticals
other medical related industries. They also work in
some
military
support
sectors
(such
as
communications infrastructure).
In the light of the recent controversy with Gant
Pharmaceuticals having the nearly all of their contracts
suspended, J&R have recently been drafted in to help
fulfil these in a support capacity, although many
suspect J&R will be officially awarded Gant’s Contracts
in the near future. They have also recently been
awarded some contracts relating to military
communication technology.
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father, John Cabot was an Alliance officer killed in the
battle of Four Corners.

Red Sea Trading Co.
Whilst not as well known or as large as Blue Sun or
other mega-corporations, the Red Sea Trading
Company is well known in certain corporate and
governmental circles. Their primary function is to
facilitate deals between people, services, acting as an
information brokerage and has even been known to
trace missing persons or items. Operating mostly on
the outer worlds, the main office is maintained on the
planet of Ariel with the majority of their business being
conducted via the cortex. A small branch office has
recently been established onboard the Wayward
Endeavour.

William Carlson
CEO of Gant Pharmaceuticals, he believes the
government are trying to make his company the
scapegoat for the Miranda incident as they were the
company behind the experimental drugs that helped
create the Reavers. He has recently resigned in wake
of the deaths at Bohai Bay and a successor has not as
yet been named only adding to the problems at that
corporation.
John Herod
Right hand of Ellis Billington and second in command of
the “Wayward Endeavour”. Served in the Alliance
military during the war and earned a reputation for
brutality in several campaigns. Usually serves as
Billington’s enforcer aboard the “Endeavour”, also
rumoured to be a former member of an Alliance Special
Forces team that was involved in questionable
activities during the war.

Significant Persons
The following are people in the ‘Verse unique to the
Goldrush Campaign, maybe you interacted with one of
them at some stage, perhaps you’re looking for them
or are they looking for you?
Ellis Billington
Once an heir to a vast fortune and now owner and
captain of the “Wayward Endeavour” cruiser. He
salvaged the heavy cruiser almost immediately after
the end of the civil war and has run it ever since. Is
known to be occasionally ruthless but also follows a
strict personal code of honour. See the section on the
“Wayward Endeavour” for more information on this
person. Rumoured to be recently deceased.
Kane Cabot
Director of Operations for Galactic Mining; generally
believed to be the “power behind the throne” of
Chairman Travis Campbell and CEO Marshall Tate. His
1

The Battle of “Four Corners” was fought outside
the city of New Kashmir in January 2511. The battle was
actually four separate battles that occurred in a large trench
system surrounding the city. The Independent forces (under
the command of Jacobs) routed their opposite numbers
through a wave of successive attacks. At one point, a

Carter Jacobs
A former general in the Independent forces during the
civil war, wanted for alleged war crimes during the
battle of “Four Corners1”. Some have alleged that
Jacobs ordered his troops to open fire on a group of
Alliance Soldiers who were trying to surrender. There
are those who believe Jacobs is innocent and the
Alliance is covering something up by implicating him in
various crimes.
Jacobs was recently captured on
number of Alliance troops tried to surrender to independent
forces, whereupon, some allege that Jacobs gave the order
to open fire on them, while others claim that in fact the
Alliance commander gave the order to fire on his own troops
for attempting to surrender.
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Sihnon but was broken out by an unknown party whilst
in transport. Rumours of newly discovered evidence
proving his innocence have grown in recent weeks.
Joshua Morgustein
Wealthy landowner from Hera recently implicated in
several crimes including Accessory to murder and
Extortion during the recent Turbinium mining claims on
that planet. His trial fell apart on a technicality but in
giving an impromptu press conference immediately
afterwards, he was gunned down by one of his own
men who then immediately denied they had done
anything wrong.

Darius Wade
Head of Intelligence for the Independents during the
war, believed to have been killed in one of the final
skirmishes of the war but the body was never positively
identified. There are those who believe he is still alive
and acts as an information broker dealing in secrets,
both corporate and governmental (but not affiliated
with the Red Sea Trading Company). Recruited by
Alliance intelligence from Blue Sun at an early age,
Wade was an extremely gifted computer hacker and
field operative before the war and then employed
those abilities to aid the Independents when his home
village of Bridgford was destroyed by an Alliance strike.
The strike was a genuine mistake but Wade rebelled
when the Alliance tried to cover it up and blame the
Independents, he sent the truth to media agencies
before disappearing to join the other side.

Other subjects of interest
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The Cortex
The Cortex is the vast communications and information
network that spans the known worlds (much like our
internet does today). It can be used as a research tool,
an extensive library, communications portals, etc.
Most ships and planets have a node relay point for the
Cortex and to access it usually takes only a small
handheld terminal (akin to today’s netbooks, bigger
than a mobile phone but smaller than a regular
computer).

Reavers
Reavers first appeared around ten years ago but until
recently had never officially been acknowledged to
exist.
Vicious, cannibalistic but holding more
intelligence than their visages would indicate, this
rabid force was first believed to be another colony that
had somehow gone wrong. Either some disease or
some other external force had corrupted them this
way.
Mounting incidents and unsubstantiated
sightings had all contributed to the legend. They were
only recently proved to exist when the last
transmission from a failed Alliance research project
was broadwaved across the Cortex. It revealed that an
experiment in populace control had gone
catastrophically wrong and had the side effect of
creating what came to be known as the Reavers. They
still exist and can be encountered either in space or on
a planetary surface if they decide to come raiding for
supplies which invariably means the colonists
themselves. The fallout from the scandal regarding the
Reavers has continues to rumble on and the
Government finds itself in an increasingly precarious
position because of it.
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Red Scarves
On the planet Hera, employees of the Morgustein
holdings traditionally wore red scarves around their

necks. This made them easily identifiable and people
came to avoid them as stories of petty crime and
thuggery started to circulate. Whether they were hired
farm hands or ex-military, they would all wear the
same scarves. The Red Scarves were mostly confined
to Hera until the “Fable’s Demise” incident where their
boss, Joshua Morgustein, was arrested and his deputy,
one Heston Picoult, disappeared in the aftermath of
Morgustein’s arrest. They currently seem to be
engaged in illegal dealings away from Hera for reasons
unknown. With the death of Morgustein, this has
caused an apparent power vacuum with rumours of
infighting amongst the ranks.
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Example Chinese Phrases
Exclamations
Not good, what a mess:
Blunder of great magnitude:
Damn or damn it:
Done for or imminent doom:
Excrement:
I don’t believe my eyes!:
Merciful Buddha protect us:
Merciless hell:
Oh my God:
Suicidal idea:
Things never go smooth:

Jao Gao, literally “spoiled cake.”
Bie Woo Long
Ta Ma Duh.
Wong Dahn.
Mi Tian Gohn.
Wo Bu Shin Wo Dah Yan Jing.
Rung Tse Fwo Tzoo Bao Yo Wuo Muhn.
Ai Yah Tien Ah.
Wuo Duh Tian Ah.
Tze sah yu ji.
How Wrin Bu Lai, Whai Wrin Bu Jwo.

Descriptions
Big boss:
Big brother:
Big sister:
Conniving or scheming person:
Cute:
Deserving of bad consequence or fate:
Despicable:
Fellow:
Female companion or girlfriend:
Friend, pal:
Gang, crew:
Gang or faction leader:
Handsome:
Little brother:
Little Sister:
Miss:
Mister:
Pathetic Wretch:
Peon, small fry:
Ruined:
Young one:

Lao Buhn.
Ghu-Ghu
Jei-Jei
Guay Tuh Guay Nown.
Kuh ai.
Hwo Gai.
Kuh wu.
Ja Hwo, also slang for a weapon.
Ma Tze, somewhat derogatory term.
Puhn Yoh.
Se Duhng.
Da Gher Da for male, Da Jeh Da for female.
Shwie.
Di Di.
Mei Mei.
Shao Jeh.
Shian Shen.
Bei Bi Shiou Ren.
Wu Ming Shao Jwu.
Wan Duhn Luh.
Nien Ching Duh.

Insults
Baboon’s ass crack:
Bastard, jerk:
Big stupid pile of stinking meat:
Cheap floozy:
Crazy dog in love with its own feces:
Dangerous person or animal:
Dumbass:
Engage a monkey in a feces hurtlingcontest:
Explosive diarrhea of an elephant:
Flat-chested:
Fool:
Get lost:
Go to hell:
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Feh Feh Pi Goh.
Huen Dahn.
Yi Dwei Da Buen Chuo Roh.
Jien Huo.
Ai Chr jze Se Duh Fohn Diang Gho.
Wei Shian Dohn Wu.
Chwen.
G’en Ho Tze Bi Dio se.
Da Shiong La Se La Chwohn Tian.
Hur Bao Duhn, literally “eggs cooked sunny side up.”
Sa Gwa.
Kwai Jio Kai.
Chui Se.
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Idiot, moron:
Like hell:
Monkey raping:
Oddball:
Pile of sun-baked dog poo:
Shameless Hussy:
Screw you:
Son of a bitch:
You wanna die?

Buhn Dahn.
Jien Tah Du Guy.
Cheong Bao Ho Tze.
Chai Neow.
Ri shao gou shi bing.
Meh lien Duh Jyah Jee.
Chwee Ni Duh.
Wong ba Duhn.
Nee Tzao Se Mah?

Pleasantries
Bottoms up:
Brilliant:
Congratulations:
Good journey or bon voyage:
Good luck:
Greetings:
Long time, no see:
No problem:
Of course:
Take care:
Thanks:

“Gon Beh.”
Jing Chai.
Gohn Shi
Yi Lu Shwen Fohn.
Joo How Rin.
Ni How.
How Joh Bu Jian.
Mei Wen Ti.
Duhn Ruhn.
Bao Jone.
Sheh Sheh.

Other
Ambush, rustle someone out of hiding:
Are we clear?
Blindside or conspire against:
Disarray or pandemonium:
Completely useless:
Daydream or wishful thinking:
Do something for nothing in return:
Enough of this nonsense:
Everything under the sky:
Fire at will:
Foiled or ruined at the last moment:
Garbage:
Get bold or audacious:
Go all out:
Have desires above one’s social position:
Hurry:
I neither see nor hear you:
Impossible:
Junk:
Let me repeat myself:
Muddled, mixed up:
Now:
Pig’s Sty:
Please be quiet:
Retreat:
Shut up:
Swindle:

Da Chow Jing Ser, literally “beating the grass to startle the snake.”
Don La Ma.
Fahn Leong Jian, literally “shoot a cold arrow.”
Tian Fuhn Di Fu
Tian Di Wu Yohn
Bai Li Mohn.
Yee Yan, literally a charity show.
Go Hwong Tong.
Tian Shia.
Da Kai Sa Jeh, literally “breaking the Buddhist vow against killing.”
Soh Ya Feh Tian, literally “a cooked duck flies away.”
Luh Suh.
Fahn Dahn.
Ping Ming.
Lai Huh Moh Sheong Tze Tian Uh Zoh.
Guhn Kwai.
Who Dwei Nee Boo Ting Boo Jen.
Bu Kuh Nuhn.
Feh Wu.
Wuo Jai Jeong Yi Chi.
Wu Toh Wu Now.
Ma Shong.
Joo Fuen Chse.
Ching Ahn Jing Yi Dien.
Jio Weh Sung Chiuh.
Bi Jweh.
Gwai.
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Trouble, complication:
Understand:
Wait:
What?:

Ma Fuhn.
Dohn ma, Dohn la ma for “are we clear here?”
Dun Yi Shia.
Shen muh?

Poker
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There may also be a big game happening where you
might play for currency, equipment, information, etc.
The variant of the game to be played is 5 Card Stud,
where players draw 5 cards and then begin to play (no
rivers or other water based items at this table).

5. Know that the maximum number of cards that
an individual can exchange after the first round
of betting is determined by the house rules. A
player may also choose not to exchange any
cards. This is called "staying."

Know Your Cards and Poker Terminology
1. Familiarize yourself with the values of the
cards. The order of increasing value is 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, jack (J), queen (Q), king (K) and
ace (A). The ace can usually double as the
lowest card for use in straights.
2. Familiarize yourself with the definitions and
values of different hands. The hands are, in
order of increasing value: One Pair, Two Pair,
Three of a Kind, Straight, Flush, Full House,
Four of a Kind, Straight Flush and Royal Flush.
A given hand beats all hands listed before it.
3. Be aware that if two or more players hold the
same type of hand, the player with a card or
cards of a higher value wins.
4. Understand that the ante is the initial bet
made by everyone. Raising is matching the
previous player's bet and adding some extra
money to increase the bet. Folding is laying
your cards down on the table and forfeiting the
hand (and your ante). Calling is matching the
previous player's bet once a player has opened
the hand by betting.

Play Five-Card Draw
1. Have each player place his or her ante into the
pot.
2. Deal each player five cards.
3. Have the player to the dealer's left bet or pass.
If he passes, play is deferred to the player on
his left. The players on the left may then either
bet or pass.
4. Gather the cards if every player passes. Ante
again, and have the player to the dealer's left
deal a fresh hand.
5. Have subsequent players either call, raise or
fold after a player opens a hand by betting.
6. Give each of the surviving players - once
everyone has either bet or folded - the option
to exchange some cards for an equal number
from the top of the deck.
7. Start another round of betting after every
player in the hand has either exchanged his
cards or stayed.
8. Have the players who have not folded show
their hands following the betting round.
9. Let the player with the highest hand take all
the poker chips that are in the pot.

